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Abstract 

 
The first proof of Fermat’s last theorem for the exponent 3n  was given by Leonard Euler 

using the famous mathematical tool of Fermat called the method of infinite decent. However, 

Euler did not establish in full the key lemma required in the proof.  Since then, several authors 

have published proofs for the cubic exponent but Euler's proof may have been supposed to be 

the simplest. Paulo Ribenboim [1] claims that he has patched up Euler’s proof and Edwards [2] 

also has given a proof of the critical and key lemma of Euler’s proof using the ring of complex 

numbers. Recently, Macys in his recent article [3, Eng.Transl.] claims that he may have 

reconstructed Euler’s proof for the   key lemma. However,  none of these proofs is short nor 

easy to understand compared to the simplicity of the theorem and the method of infinite decent 

The main objective of this paper is to provide a simple, short and independent proof  for the 

theorem using the method of infinite decent. It is assumed that the equation
333 xyz  ,

1),( yx  has non trivial integer solutions for ),,( zyx and their parametric representation [5] is 

obtained with one necessary condition that must be satisfied by the parameters. Using this 

necessary condition, an analytical proof of the theorem is given using the method contradiction. 

The proof is based on   the method of finding roots of a cubic formulated by Tartagalia and 

Cardan [4], which is very much older than Fermat’s last theorem. 

Parametric solution of the equation 

Let us assume that the equation  

                                               1),(,333  yxxyz                   (1) 

has a non trivial integer solution for ),,( zyx . Now, the parametric representation of ),,( zyx  is 

obtained using  the following  three simple lemmas. 

Lemma.1           

If )3(mod033 mba  , )0( m and 1)3,()3,(  ba ,  then )3(mod 1 mba     and .2m   

If we assume
3333 3 tba m   and 1),( ba  in addition to 1)3,()3,(  ba , then 

3133 uba m

, where u  is a factor of t .     

We assume this lemma without proof which is straightforward.                     
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Lemma.2 

If the equation   

                                               1),(,333  yxxyz                                                            (2)              

has a non trivial integer solution  for ,),,( zyx   then   )3(mod0xyz .We assume this lemma as 

well without proof. If we assume )3(mod0y , 

                                1),(),3(),3(,333 33  xztxtxz m                                          (3)   

Lemma.3 

3133 uxz m , where u  is a factor of t  and 1),3( u . 

This follows at once from Lemma.1 and the equation (3) can, now, be written as                          

                                              
33333 3 xeuz m                                                                     (4) 

 where 1),(),3(),3(  eueu .  

Let us now assume the parametric solution of Fermat equation and a necessary condition that 

must be satisfied by the parameters as in [5]. That is 

                           33 hughx m                                                (5) 

                           31333 uughy mm                                                             (6)         

                           331333 huughz mm                                                   (7) 

In addition to this, we have 3gyx   and therefore from (5) and (6), we get 

                       033.2 31333   uughhg mm                                           (8)  

Proof if the theorem  

 Let us first assume that all 0,, zyx  and )3(mod0y . Then we can use the necessary 

condition   

                                           033.2 31333   uughhg mm                                               (9) 

 

 

 

satisfied by the parameters to  prove the theorem. 

 In this equation, hgu ,, ,3 are co-prime  numbers , and let us  fix  the parameters mu,  of  y  and  

find g , a factor of z in (1), for different h  which is a factor of x . It is clear from Lemma.1 and 

(9) that jhg m 13   , or hjg m  13 , where 1)3,( j  and 2m  unless 0uh  since

)3(mod33 mhg  .  
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The equation (9) is of the form 

                       03 333  wvvwgg                                                                   (10) 

where 3333133 wvhum  , vwuhm 13.2 , and  using the method of Tartagalia and Cardan 

[4],  its roots can be written as   

                                           .,, 22  wvwvwv                                                       (11) 

  being the cube root of unity. 33 , wv  are the roots of  the equation  

                                               032  HGtt                                                                    (12) 

where uhH m 13.2  and 33133 huG m   [4]. Discriminant of (12) is 27 , where   given 

by ]3.4)3[(]3.143[]4[ 3333233136333362632 huhuhhuuHG mmmm   . It is 

clear that    is negative when 0uh . Therefore wv,  are real and distinct and (9) has only one 

real root [4], namely, wvg  . Assume that wv,  are integers. Since 1)3,()3,(  gu  and

132  muhvw , we can write 

                                         hjwvg mm   1

11

1 33                                                           (13) 

where ,1),3(),3( 11  vw  uhwv 211  . If g  is even, then both uh,  are odd which follows from 

the fact that z of the Fermat equation is even and hu,  are the factors of odd y and x  

respectively. Since uhwv 211   and hu,  are odd, 11 , wv  should be opposite parity since either 1v  

and 1w  mist carry the only even factor 2 . Therefore g cannot be even. Now, assume that one of 

hu,  even. In general, the both hu,  may be composite. Assume that u is even, and let 

hjhuhug mm   1

2211

1 323 , where 1u , 2u  are co-prime factors such that uuu 21  and 1u  

is even. Also, hhh 21  and 1),( 21 hh . Then, we must have     
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333313 33..83 wvhuhuhu mmm  
                              (14) 

 

Since 
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1
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1
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2

33333333313 33.833.83 uuuuuuu mmmmm   , it follows from (14) that 
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333313 3.833.83 huhuhhuuuuhu mmmm  
                 (15) 
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1 3).8.3)(( uuhuuh mm                                                           (16) 

It follows, at once, from (16) that 
3

1

333

2

3

1 3)( uuh m   and  
3

2

3
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3

1

33 .8.3 uhum 
. In other words, 

we must have 
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1 3 uuh m  
                                                                  (17a)     
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333 .2.3 huum 
                                                              (17b) 
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If we assume, 4433

1 23 huhug m   , where 4u  is even, 43uuu  , 43hhh  , ),(),( 4343 hhuu  , in 

exactly the same manner, we are lead to  the equations  

                                      3
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333

3

333

4

3

3

3

4 3)3)(8( uuuhhu mm                                               (18) 

                                               3

4

3

3

333

4 3 uuh m                                                                    (19a) 

                                          3

3

3

3

333

4

3 32 huu m                                                                     (19b) 

Let 331333 huughz mm   is the least of all integral z  satisfying (1), then we have 

zuuhh m 

41

1

41 2,,23,,   for all z values of Fermat equations (17a),(17b),(19a),(19b) of 3n  

leading to a contradiction. Then it follows from the method of infinite decent that (1) has no 

solutions integers. Proof of the theorem for even h  and odd u  follows exactly the same way as 

before. If )3(mod0z  the proof can be done in exactly the sane way as above 
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